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PAGED, POLAND

HOW RAUTE HELPED A PLYWOOD
MANUFACTURER OVERCOME
MAJOR PRODUCTION CHALLENGES
– AND INCREASED PRODUCTION
EFFICIENCY AT THE SAME TIME

Raute’s solutions helped a plywood mill producing 50,000 m3 of
high-quality veneer annually to overcome production challenges and
bottlenecks and achieve their fullest potential. Let’s rewind a few
years back and see how they got to where they are now.

Reasons for the decrease in production
found through investigation
A few years ago, the mill’s peeling capacity had dropped by more than 15%
in only one year. The production professionals carried out some preliminary
investigations to find the root cause for this pretty uncomfortable
production fall. During the investigation, they discovered that not only their
production had shrunk, but their veneer recovery had also dropped by more
than 5% during the same period.
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Raute delivered the new
MillSIGHTS software to both
peeling and drying lines
to gather comprehensive
production, process, and
grading data.

The mill’s peeling line was equipped with standard machinery that had a veneer
clipping solution with basic-level visual defect detection. No moisture meter was available,
and the only “data” they could gather was based on visual observation and manual
measurements.
The drying line was the bottleneck for the mill’s production volume, while the peeling
line’s capacity was at a higher level. This was seen as an issue, because the mill needed
more drying capacity, and they had already invested in Raute’s new technology – they had
equipped the dryer with Raute R7-series visual and moisture analyzers.

An intelligent solution to upgrade the production
At this point, Raute’s professionals and solutions were called in to help. With the
manufacturer, Raute designed an intelligent solution to tackle the production challenges
and bottlenecks, and get the production back to its correct level.
Raute delivered the new MillSIGHTS software to both peeling and drying lines to gather
comprehensive production, process, and grading data. MillSIGHTS data analyses were used
to study the process productivity and efficiency and provide guidance for correct process
changes and required maintenance actions.
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This comprehensive investment enabled the manufacturer to sort the veneers
into different moisture grades according to their estimated drying time. The
manufacturer also obtained a tool to optimize veneer clipping widths according to
drying shrinkage simulation.
The solution made the production more sustainable by estimating the recovery
rate and trash rate at the composer with the virtual composing feature at the
peeling line analyzer. The accurate visual analyzer helped to achieve maximized
face veneer yield after roundup defects, with accurate defect detection and virtual
patching simulation.

A remarkable improvement
Since the new solutions and support by Raute, the manufacturer has been happily
producing high-quality veneers with a good productivity level. Both peeling line
production volume and raw material recovery are now at a higher level than before
the line performance decline started.
With the help of Raute MillSIGHTS data, it was easy to identify the process areas,
and the reasons for poor line production performance and recovery loss. These
challenges are now in the past, and the end-product quality is better than ever.
One of the most satisfying results of the whole production upgrade is that the
amount of wide face veneer sheets has increased by 15%! This was achieved by
utilizing advanced detection of round-up defects and patching simulation at the
peeling line analyzer, which also means less face veneer downgrading after the
drying process.

Increased drying capacity and efficiency
The changes to the drying line and the process have increased the drying capacity
by 10%, and at the same time, the veneer quality has improved. This is how smart
investments and correct solutions improve production in general – optimal drying
times for each moisture grade reduce drying time and increase the veneer quality
throughout the process.
The core sheet composing yield and capacity increased by a remarkable 20% by
utilizing the composing simulation on peeling line analyzers. These upgrades also
influenced production sustainability, with less trash produced.
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Manufacturer benefits
from Raute’s professionalism
This kind of process performance development is
at the core of Raute’s business – to help in
demanding situations where production
ineffectiveness is known, but the manufacturer
doesn’t know how to fix it.
Raute has more than 110 years’ experience globally
in plywood technology and is constantly developing
the solutions to meet the most sophisticated criteria
and requirements of veneer, plywood, and LVL
manufacturers all around the globe.

This could be your
success story, too.

One of the most satisfying
results of the whole
production upgrade is
that the amount of wide
face veneer sheets has
increased by 15%!
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